
Questions for Arthur Schaper interview. 

1. How long ago and why there was a need for a pro-family activist organization in the US? 

Please, tell us more about founding history. 

2. How strongly are your and other pro-family organizations supported by US citizens? In the 

whole country, is there any data from opinion polls? 

3. What is the situation with media and opinion leaders in the matter of upholding traditional 

values? Do you have enough media channels to broadcast your civic position? 

4. What other tools do you use to promote traditional values? Rallies, processions, events 

(conferences, round tables, exhibitions)? 

5. I know that there are states in the USA - Texas, Montana, etc - that do not accept LGBT-

propaganda (is LGBT-propaganda legally forbidden in those states?) - how is the situation there 

with traditional values protection? 

6. In the US social networks, namely in TikTok-streams, people do not discuss ordinary people’s 

problems, like taxes, crime, homeless, ghettos, drug-addiction, medical insurance expensiveness. 

They discuss quite strange topics like “Is a transwoman a woman or not?”, “Is homosexuality 

immoral?” and etc. How do you explain this? Is this really what US citizens are worried about 

more than anything else right now? 

7. In Western countries LGBT-agenda is imposed and supported at the highest state level. The 

state also supports children surgical sex reassignment, not considering parents’ opinion. Why do 

western governments need that on the whole? What goal is being pursued? 

8. The law on bestiality (zoophilia) has been decriminalized in Spain. The logic is, if the animal 

is not harmed, then sex with an animal is not a crime. But the animal can't go to the police, it's 

completely at the mercy of the owner, it can't visit a psychologist solve a psychological problem. 

How did people react to this in the USA? 

9. LGBT-propaganda in the West is being aggressively promoted through pop culture: artists, 

opinion leaders, singers, even by cartoons, how do you protect your children from this? Is it 

possible? 

10. What advice can you give to Central Asian parents who stand for traditional family values 

maintenance? 

11. If you had the opportunity to appeal to Central Asian political, what would you say them? 

 


